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Abstract

Computer security is in a terrible state both in the corporate world and for home users. The foundation for many computer security problems is naiveté. While we can’t totally solve this or any other security problem, there are steps we can take to improve computer security. For corporate computers, the answer is twofold: make security a priority for the organization and get security expertise either by hiring or training. But what can we do for home users? They cannot afford to hire consultants and cannot be expected to learn much about computer security before using their computers. What can we do to improve security for people who don’t want to learn technical topics? I propose a security label inspired by the “Dolphin-Safe” tuna can label.

The early Internet culture

When the IP protocol was being invented, the researchers were mainly concerned with getting things to work. Any diagnostic information that could be given to another site attempting to connect to your machine was freely given and gratefully received. If you tried to connect to a port with no service running, you would get an ICMP port unreachable message (Braden 1) (Braden 2). This helped the people at the other site figure out what went wrong. There was general understanding that computers were vulnerable but most users were professionals and there was a collegial relationship of honor and trust among the early Internet sites. Many of the IP protocols assume that while you might not trust a user, the system administrator is a trusted, reliable person. This distinction is inappropriate now that most computers have a single user (Callas).

In 1988 the Morris Worm exploited 3 known vulnerabilities: a debug mode in sendmail, a buffer overflow in fingerd, and weak passwords through the r-commands. That such vulnerabilities would remain uncorrected in the dawn of the Internet is not surprising. That similar vulnerabilities remain in the face of multiple, credible threats is astonishing. We need to grow up.

The problem

The level of computer security risk is worse now than it has been before. This is due to both higher vulnerability and to increased threat. Vulnerability is weakness, the susceptibility to attack or failure. Threat is the likelihood of an attack or failure. For instance, leaving an extra port open is a vulnerability. The possibility of someone trying to break into the port is a threat.

Vulnerability

Computer security vulnerability takes many forms but can be broadly categorized into the following: confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
Confidentiality means protecting access to secret information. A poorly chosen password may allow unauthorized access. The browser may store lists of the search keywords that have been used. Unknown ports may be open, allowing an unexpected connection. The virtual memory system writes copies of conceptually ephemeral information to the hard drive. The overlooked floppy drive may allow a cracker to boot the computer to another operating system and steal files.

Integrity means maintaining assurance of the content of information. A computer crash may mangle file contents. Or, the computer may crash just before you were about to save your file. A user may inadvertently overwrite useful information or save it in a wrong format.

Availability means being able to use your computer. Loss of use is probably the most common vulnerability. The power fails while you are working on your computer. The computer may fail to boot when you need it. Your ISP may fail to connect you to the Internet. The eCommerce site you want to shop from may not respond.

Some vulnerabilities cross multiple categories. If you find out someone was using your computer, but you don’t know what they did, then both confidentiality and integrity are at stake.

The increased vulnerability is mainly due to complexity. Our computers are far more complex than computers of twenty to forty years ago. Modern computers run software from disparate vendors on multitasking virtual memory operating systems. This software runs on a wide range of hardware, some of it dynamically reconfigurable. Does anyone still understand the whole system at a detailed level? A simple system where the user understands all the parts is much easier to secure. Adding to the complexity, few computers run in isolation any more. Computers must be understood in the context of the network they live on, including network hardware and interactions with other computers across the network.

Compared to a single-user PC, the network adds two whole new categories of vulnerability that previously were only of concern on multiple-user computers: authentication and accountability. The question of authentication is how do you establish who you are? The operating system on most home computers still doesn’t care. Once you’re on the network authentication becomes important. How do you know if that email is really from your boss? Accountability means keeping track of who did what. If several people share a password, one of them can make a change and deny that he did. There’s no way to pin the action to the person. This issue doesn’t come up on a single-user PC, but as soon as you connect to a network it’s important.

There is some question of how much of this complexity is really needed (Callas), but basically, computers would not be as useful if they were less capable. This complexity makes them more vulnerable.

**Threat**

The increased threat is mainly due to connectivity. Back when someone had to have physical access to get to a computer, only local attacks were possible. Now a computer connected to the Internet may potentially be attacked from any other computer on the Internet. Worse, crackers
now have more reason to want to break into every computer. Modern PCs, especially those with broadband Internet connectivity, are a resource for proxy attacks where a cracker uses ‘captured’ computers to attack a target computer. The use of captured computers ranges from simply providing the cracker anonymity to coordinating massive parallel attacks. Every computer connected to the Internet is now a target of crackers looking for dupes to use in these remote attacks.

In summary the increased risk is a direct result of the improved technology making computers both more useful and more accessible.

**Chaos on the desktop**

Home users have an even bigger problem. While IT professionals are used to thinking in abstract terms about software, most home users don’t have this background. Probably all new users have a vague fear that the Internet is dangerous, but what to do about it? Even beautiful, easy-to-use tools like ZoneAlarm require a conceptual understanding that many people find difficult to learn. Anti-virus software has matured to the point where little technical competence is needed to use it. This helps, but is not sufficient to secure a desktop and may give some users a false sense of security.

When we first start using computers, we are focused on what the computer can do. When you look at a software product box, that’s what you see. After all, we get computers for what they can do. The security implications of most software products are side effects to the main purpose. A user will pile on software to perform more and more functions without regard to security. After all, the software products don’t come with warning labels like “This software opens two ports and you are depending on our software quality to protect those ports.” No, the box touts the features, and that’s what the user wants.

The current state of the art in operating system robustness is challenged to even run properly with the plethora of often-incompatible software the naïve user puts on it. Developers often don’t check or don’t understand security implications of their code so that security quality is often poorer than functional quality. Even setting that aside, the way the program is configured is unlikely to give weight to security concerns. Popular word processing and spreadsheet applications allow macros by default.

Even an experienced user might have trouble finding out the security implications of a product. How do you know what information is being sent back to the manufacturer? Few users have the know-how to find out on their own. ZoneAlarm can tell you the product is trying to send information, and Ethereal can tell you exactly what was sent. But, few users are that sophisticated. And, if the product requires registration and makes an SSL connection from proprietary object code for which you don’t have source code, even a security professional might not be able to figure out what information was sent.

For the present, such sophisticated concerns must hold a back seat to the more credible threats. There are enough gaping holes to be dammed that such unlikely leaks are a waste of time. The basics must be handled before asking about esoteric attacks.
Perception

Part of the problem is perception. We haven’t learned to see computers through the wary eye of experience. If you build a wall around your house, you can look at it, compare it to other walls you’ve seen. Perhaps judge it against your experience breaking or scaling walls. But when you build defenses around a computer system there will be less correlation to physical experience. Worse yet, sometimes thinking from physical experience can be misleading. If I’m alone when I send an email, it feels private.

The comforting solidity of the door to the computer room can allay our concerns about security, but has no bearing on whether the computer system can be taken via its internet connection.

We hope that IT professionals won’t need to be direct victims of cybercrime to wake up. But, it seems to be an uphill battle. In the economic pressure of a competitive industry, managers are constantly working the edge of the envelope. A trial system might be connected to the Internet directly, since, after all, no one knows about it. New software may be given cursory or no security testing. Crackers with specialized knowledge will attack the software that was built by programmers who either lack specialized security knowledge or were not given enough time to check their software for security vulnerabilities.

Naïveté

The weakest link in any computer security regime is the people implementing it. This problem is not unique to the computer security profession. As Gerald Weinberg says “It’s always a people problem” (Weinberg). There are many reasons why people don’t implement security properly, but one of the biggest is that we are naïve. By this I mean that we are trusting because we are uninformed.

All of these computer security issues have naïveté as a root cause:

- Lack of policy
- Conflicting demands on time
- Rush to incorporate new features
- Not knowing how to secure a computer
- “No one would care about my system” attitude
- That happens to other people
- Assuming the default configuration is good enough
- Lack of understanding of configuration tradeoffs

Managers are reluctant to spend money on security policy because their customers aren’t willing to pay for the extra hardware needed for better security. People don’t see the benefit of security, but the cost is clear. There are how-to guides on setting up computers for enhanced security, but they are still not delivered with the computer. Everyone is now a target of crackers looking for DDOS robots, safe places to cache data, and relays for obfuscating their identity.
How are these problems of naiveté? If people were more worldly, they would see these risks and protect against them. Managers would insist on having a security policy and on understanding the security implications of any system changes. Customers would see the cost of not securing computers. Users would get security how-to guides and only deviate from them after understanding the additional risk. Users would harden their computers to make them less vulnerable to network probing.

Unfortunately, as long as customers are unwilling to pay for security, the IT industry will not build it. Customers have to want it.

**IT professionals vs. home users**

We are not surprised when a novice home user makes an easy mistake like opening an attachment from an unknown source. But why do corporations continue to make mistakes like not keeping patches up to date, circumventing firewalls, and using weak passwords?

Again, the problem is that managers are naïve; they don’t understand the problem. Managers tend to think of a computer as a box to be fit into a system diagram, not in terms of its often-subtle security implications. A manager rightly looks at the big picture, but needs to understand that any change to system configuration could have security implications and must be considered also from that point of view. A manager who understands the importance of security can hire or learn the expertise needed to strengthen security to a reasonable risk level. Even a computer professional who knows how to find security problems will not look for them without management support. If a manager does not value the time spent making sure patches are up to date, then his employees will be hard-pressed to continue spending time on that task.

Of course this is not the whole story. Even if the IT department understands a security problem, it will take a back seat to a business need.

**Steps to improve commercial computer security**

For corporate computers, the answer is twofold: get security on the organization’s radar and get security expertise either by hiring or training.

**Steps to improve home computer security**

But, what can we do for home users? They cannot afford to hire consultants and cannot be expected to learn much about computer security before using their computers.

Any increase in user sophistication helps. There are automated web tools for probing PC security. Steve Gibson’s “Shields Up” application (Gibson) will try various well-known ports to see if it can get into your computer. It gives a report of what ports it found and what the security implications are. Also, PC World (PC Pitstop) has a utility that will check security configuration of a PC’s browser and email client. For some of their recommendations, PC World will display a link to click to change the setting to their recommendation.
There are security checklists for configuring PC’s. The NSA has guidelines for improving security on Windows 2000, Windows NT, email, and downloading executables. Unfortunately these do not cover the most popular home computer operating systems, and the information they do have is quite technical (NSA).

We’ve still left the bulk of home users behind. What can we do to improve security for people who don’t want to learn technical topics?

The label

Labeling on tuna fish cans is an example of a way that consumers can exercise power over a concern without having specific expertise in that area. Consumers don’t have to go to sea or become experts in how dolphins are hurt by tuna fishing. All they have to do is understand that the “Dolphin-Safe” label is only allowed on cans of tuna that were caught in a way that did not threaten dolphins and avoid tuna cans lacking that label.

Since the 1950’s tuna fishermen have killed 7 million dolphins. In the 1980’s Congress changed the Marine Mammal Protection Act several times and in 1990 Congress created the “Dolphin-Safe” label for tuna cans (Defenders). In 1999 the Clinton administration weakened the dolphin protection (IATP), spawning a new “Flipper Seal of Approval” label (Earthtrust). But, no one doubts that this label saved many dolphins. Could a similar label work for the security of software?

What would the label mean?

This label would be a logo that guarantees a standard for software security. Software vendors would have to meet certain standards to place this logo on their products and on their advertising. Consumers would know that software with this logo adhered to basic security standards without having to know details of the standards.

The label would require disclosing security-related information including the following:

- When the product runs and what it does
- Where the product stores user information that will need to be backed up
- How to remove the product
- Warnings about security implications of configuration changes
- What ports are opened by their software and how those ports are used
- A product identifier to use on the label website to get up-to-date information about the product.

Also, the label would require compliance with software quality standards and independent security testing

Patches would be posted to the label’s website so that even if the company failed, their latest patches would remain available. Earlier versions of patches would be maintained in the event that a patch introduces new problems.
Who would manage it?

The label would have to be held by a nonprofit organization. Otherwise, as the label became more successful, there would be pressure to increase the licensing fees to extortionate levels. This would cause resentment in the software industry, where cooperation is needed. The organization would walk the difficult balance between needing the support of software vendors and needing to keep a reputation of independence. This balance would be especially difficult at the start.

The label organization’s first challenge would be to come up with software quality standards that are meaningful and achievable. These software quality standards would aim to reduce the occurrence of well-known problems like buffer overflows and reverse directory traversals. Any exploits against such problems would have to be corrected and a patch posted within a short time.

Ideally, the testing would be done by the label organization. But this might be too big of a challenge, so the security testing could be defined by the label organization and carried out by independent test labs. The work of the independent test labs would have to be subject to the label organization’s overview.

Users could send bug reports to the label organization, which would track fixes. Software products could be rated based on the manufacturer’s compliance and problems that users found (Callas).

Each software product manufacturer would also be rated on the label’s website based on compliance with standards, timeliness of patches, and number of patches posted.

Conclusion

There is no magic bullet. Security for home computers will depend in some part on everyone involved. The software security label, at best, would differentiate superior software vendors and reward their efforts with better sales. Meanwhile it would serve as a meaningful differentiator for all users and provide critical information to more savvy users.
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